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Abstract 
 
This paper describes the steps undertaken to couple CAESES and NavCad for an AUV optimization 
project, including program settings, data communication and scripting API, optimization strategies, 
and design study outcomes. CAESES® by Friendship Systems was responsible for geometric model-
ing and optimization. Hydrodynamic analysis was conducted by HydroComp NavCad® operating in a 
silent “server mode”. NavCad was chosen for this project as a computationally efficient alternative to 
higher-order codes when it was found that the functional design space was limited by the computa-
tional time necessary to evaluate each variant. To narrow the design space prior to CFD analysis and 
also to establish quantitative points of reference, NavCad was used for the automated prediction of 
resistance and propulsion for each of the CAESES design variants. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Friendship Systems AG (Potsdam/Germany) and HydroComp, Inc. (Durham NH/USA) have success-
fully completed an optimized AUV hull form design by utilizing the companies’ principal software 
tools as a coupled solution. Geometric hull form modeling and optimization was performed by 
Friendship Systems CAESES® with hydrodynamic analysis conducted in HydroComp NavCad®. 
This study employed the new scripting module in NavCad (Premium Edition) so that it can be run as 
an efficient “coupled solver”. 
 
The genesis of the study was a comprehensive university internship project for optimizing AUV hull 
form designs using an open-source CFD module. It was found that the functional design space (i.e., 
scope of variants to be considered) was restricted by the computational time necessary to evaluate 
each variant. To narrow the scope of the design space prior to CFD analysis and also to establish 
quantitative benchmarks, HydroComp’s NavCad software was employed for the automated prediction 
of resistance and propulsion for each of the CAESES design variants. 
 
2. Overview of computational approach 
 
The software tools CAESES and NavCad were given clearly defined computational responsibilities – 
geometry creation and optimization in CAESES, and hydrodynamic hull form and propulsor analysis 
in NavCad. The connection was by flat text file transfer of a) data and instructions to NavCad from 
CAESES and b) performance results to CAESES from NavCad.  
 
CAESES is the “design manager” of the coupled pair, with NavCad generating the performance re-
sults. Both programs are launched and run simultaneously, using a NavCad-based “run script” data 
transfer utility as needed. Fig. 1 illustrates the general approach. 
 
The principal steps to setup and run an optimizing calculation between CAESES and NavCad are: 
 

a. Determine the core geometric parameters that will be allowed to vary, and appropriately pre-
pare the geometry in CAESES. Establish the CAESES optimization techniques. For example, 
depending on the nature of the search, optimization can be by “design of experiment” tech-
niques (such as the Sobol algorithm), or perhaps an “exhaustive search” when using calcula-
tion servers of high computational efficiency. 
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Fig. 1: Processes and file transfer between CAESES and NavCad Premium 

 
b. Define the suitable common prediction parameters to apply in NavCad (e.g., resistance pre-

diction method and options) and create a master file. Although the entire command set can be 
passed to NavCad with script calls, it is often more convenient to set up a master NavCad pro-
ject file (HCNC-file) with all analysis settings, and then limit the data transfer to just the vari-
ables that can be changed. 

c. Launch NavCad with command line arguments that indicate quiet “server mode” operation 
and establish data communication parameters, including a NavCad server process “handle” 
identifier. This unique handle ID insures the fidelity of the coupled calculation space. 

d. Upon startup, NavCad will return the server process handle ID to the defined text file loca-
tion. This handle ID is picked up by CAESES to use with calls to this particular instance of 
NavCad. 

e. Adjust the CAESES geometry of parameters to suit the optimization technique. 
f. Provide instructions within CAESES to prepare a NavCad Premium script for the given vari-

ant adjustments. The script should include instructions to open the pre-defined “master set-
tings” project file, pass data for the adjusted CAESES parameters, run calculations, and return 
results. CAESES will write the script file and launch the “RunScript” utility with arguments 
for the script file to transfer. NavCad Premium will then receive and process the file. 
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g. CAESES will poll for the return of results to the defined text file location via a transfer file 
notice mechanism (such as file time stamp) and apply the NavCad results for use by the opti-
mization algorithm. Steps e-g are repeated for each variant. 

h. Upon completion of the optimization study, CAESES passes a script call that closes the 
NavCad Premium server process. 

 
2.1 Fidelity of the coupled connection 
 
It is important to understand that both CAESES and NavCad are run – and function – simultaneously. 
Each is launched under compliance of its own end-user licensing. While it is obvious that CAESES 
should remain running for the duration of a design or analysis study, a dedicated instance of the 
NavCad application process must also be running and “connected” so that calculation authority re-
mains with its active “client”. In other words, once a NavCad process is launched for CAESES it will 
exclusively serve this instance of CAESES until NavCad is closed and the program license is re-
leased. The purpose for this dedicated instance of NavCad is to insure that calculations are completed 
and returned properly without interruption from other clients, including disruption of the timing of 
calculations, misdirecting of results to an incorrect client, or closing the process prematurely. 
 
3. AUV performance simulation 
 
As part of a suite of supplemental tools for NavCad, HydroComp recently developed a parametric 
prediction module for submarine and SWATH performance prediction. The definition of “body-of-
revolution” submersible geometry is suitable for the AUV study and uses three longitudinal regions – 
a forward ellipsoid-like nose, cylindrical mid-body, and an aft ogive-like tail, Fig. 2. (The strut is only 
needed for SWATH and is ignored for the AUV.)  
 

 
Fig. 2: AUV geometry definition 

 
The standard ITTC-1978 Performance Prediction Method is used for the prediction of resistance and 
hull-propulsor interaction. NavCad’s existing function library was called on for added appendage re-
sistance as well as propeller sizing and propulsion analysis.  
 
Residuary resistance determined in NavCad by one of two methods: 
 

• Simple parametric prediction model  
• HydroComp’s recent reanalysis of the Series 58 tests (including the extended “parallel mid-

body series”) 
 
3. Managing geometry in CAESES 
 
As a CAE system for optimizing design studies, CAESES calls on third-party analysis (simulation) 
codes, utilizing their outputs to drive the design evolution. The scope of CAESES includes editing and 
management of geometry (and its variations), pre-processing, connectors to the third-party simulation 
codes, post-processing comparison and ranking of variants, as well as optimization and design as-
sessment.  
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Several modeling strategies are available within CAESES for defining and varying CAD geometry as 
needed in engineering projects. The user can set up fully-parametric models from scratch, which was 
employed here for the AUV project. Of course, existing geometry can be imported, with only the per-
tinent changes described parametrically. (This is a partially-parametric approach, typical representa-
tives of which are morphing and free-form deformation.) Fully-parametric models are generally pre-
ferred, as they enable fine-tuning at a late stage of the design process, as well as investigation of broad 
changes in early design. The search for optimum principle dimensions is nearly always best served 
with a fully-parametric model and, not surprisingly, done as early as possible. 
 
The AUV is indeed a relatively simple shape as compared to a surface ship. (However, the simplicity 
helps avoid unnecessary distraction for the purposes of this paper.) Its parameters as shown in Fig. 2 
are intelligently organized to define the entire geometry. A handful of discrete hull form parameters 
(e.g., length, displacement, wetted surface, etc.) describe the model, all of which are built from for-
ward (nose) and aft (tail) shape equations. The geometric variables that guide the shape equations are 
body diameter, forward length, and aft length. All other hull form parameters are dependent on these 
three variables. 
 

 
Fig. 3: CAESES platform interface and analysis collaboration 

 
4. NavCad Premium as calculation server 
 
NavCad Premium 2014 introduced two features that allow it to run as a coupled solver: 
 

• a scripting API for data and processes (i.e., macro, batch) 
• quiet mode operation without the GUI (i.e., “server” mode).  

 
As described in Fig. 1, the “host” platform (CAESES) is responsible for: 
 

• starting the NavCad server process,  
• packaging data and procedural instructions into a script (including output and file locations),  
• pushing scripts to the NavCad server to initiate each variant simulation,  
• polling for a change in the indicated output file, and then  
• evaluating output for the optimizing objective (e.g., minimum resistance or power). 
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HydroComp’s scripting API was inspired by other scripting languages such as VBScript. It was de-
veloped with the intent that it was to be simple, logical, and object-oriented. (Scripting is also being 
added to the HydroComp PropElements® detail propeller code in 2015.) A brief script snippet is 
shown below. 
 

' read project file, change water depth, run resist ance, save 
results 
App.Clear 
App.OpenFile "C:\Temp\MyProject.hcnc" 
Environment.ShallowWaterDepth 8 m 
App.BuildResistancePrediction 
App.StartOutput "C:\Temp\NewOutput.txt" 
 SpeedPerformance.AddToOutput Count  
 SpeedPerformance.AddToOutput Speed 
 SpeedPerformance.AddToOutput DragTotal 
App.EndOutput  
 

CAESES launches NavCad in quiet server mode, and it runs as a background application. (See the 
notification popup in Fig. 4.) The process is simple, computationally very efficient, and mitigates typ-
ical cross-platform hurdles. NavCad can be shelled in server mode from any platform that can read 
and write to a Windows computer, including from a Linux computer on a common network. 
 

 
Fig. 4 : NavCad “quiet server mode” notification 

 
5. Optimizing the design 
 
The AUV study focused on minimizing drag and power for a given displacement volume. Each itera-
tion included prediction of resistance and sizing of a thrust-matched two-bladed fixed pitch propeller 
with a 0.30 expanded area ratio (EAR). Propeller matching was conducted using NavCad’s internal 
propeller optimization routine, rather than optimization within CAESES. The NavCad propeller sizing 
optimization determines the most efficient pitch (with diameter constraint) for a given thrust require-
ment.  
 
Several CAESES “design engines” (i.e., optimizing strategies) were tested. The best results came 
from mapping out the design space from a “design of experiments” (DoE) Sobol followed by an “ex-
haustive search” within a reduced domain and with adapted bounds for the free variables. Since the 
NavCad calculation is very efficient (taking less than 5 seconds on an office-grade Windows comput-
er), a large Sobol analysis of more than two-thousand designs was run. The results allowed the geom-
etry to be refined, with the range of the design variables tightened to exclude results with higher drag 
and power. An exhaustive search with three subdivisions on three variables was run on this new ge-
ometry, which ultimately produced the final design. 
 
Sobol is a popular technique to explore a design space, by placing the next variant in the region that is 
currently least “populated”. As a quasi-random search, its pattern may look random but it is actually 
deterministic. The Sobol objective is to garner information about the design task with as little compu-
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tational cost as possible. Unlike a matrix-like exhaustive search, a Sobol sequence will not necessarily 
increase the number of evaluated variants in proportion to the number of free variables. 
 
Once a constrained design space has been established, an “exhaustive search” then interrogates the 
design space. The defined geometric parameters are systematically varied in a multi-dimensional ma-
trix, evaluated, and documented. Of course, a design space could easily reach many thousands of po-
tential variants, so an exhaustive search is typically only appropriate when using highly efficient solv-
ers and very few free variables. In cases where computation time is expensive, a DoE approach is 
more effective. 
 
An optimization task is typically of four parts: 
 

a) variables (to be investigated),  
b) the objective function (the simulation results),  
c) the goal (here, minimum power), and  
d) its functional domain (with constraints).  

 
This AUV study employed a simplified model of design objectives and constraints: 
 

• Variables: Body diameter, length/diameter of bow and aft bodies 
• Function: NavCad’s performance prediction algorithms 
• Goal: Minimum resistance and/or power 
• Domain: Fixed 180 kg displacement in SW, 4 knots design speed, allowable ranges for the 

variables (e.g., body diameter from 0.28 m to 0.40 m). 
 
The set of just three variables (and simple constraints) was deliberately selected for this exploratory 
study. Of course, commercial studies would likely include additional constraints such as for payload 
geometries (a minimum mid-body length, for example) or LCB position (for vehicle maneuvering). 
Greater complexity is easily accommodated by the coupled CAESES-NavCad solution. 
 
6. Analysis and selection of successful candidate designs 
 
The NavCad prediction is computationally very efficient, so there were no limitations to the amount 
of variations to investigate. The CAESES “exhaustive search” analysis was easily managed by 
NavCad for the entire design space. As mentioned, three variables (diameter, forward length, aft 
length) were evaluated in a systematic series. Four values spanning each variable range made up the 
64 variants of the series. 
 
Using an ordinary business-grade computer (3.3 GHz Intel-i5; 8 GB RAM; 64-bit Windows 7), com-
putational time of only 5m:41s was required for the entire search and analysis (i.e. 5.3 s per variant). 
The time goes up if rendering and saving of an image file for each variant is required, but was still 
only 12m:27s (i.e. 11.7 s per variant). 
 
The search offered the following example results. (Images are in correct relative scale.) 
 
6.1 Successful candidates 

 

 
Fig. 5: Successful candidate: 2.17 m L, 0.40 m D, 22.0 N Resistance, 45.6 kW Power 
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Fig. 6: Successful candidate: 2.32 m L, 0.36 m D, 24.6 N Resistance, 51.4 kW Power 

 
6.2 Unsuccessful candidates 
 

 
Fig. 7: Unsuccessful candidate: 3.70 m L, 0.28 m D, 47.4 N Resistance, 108.3 kW Power 

  

 
Fig. 8: Unsuccessful candidate: 3.79 m L, 0.28 m D, 61.7 N Resistance, 148.5 kW Power 

 
7. Conclusions 
 
The CAESES DoE Sobol and exhaustive searches revealed that a shorter length with larger diameter 
tended to have lower drag, larger available propeller diameter, and thus lowest power. This is con-
sistent with expectations. Such shapes have a smaller wetted surface, leading to lower total resistance 
given that viscous drag will be the dominate source of resistance at the low operating speed. Of 
course, the outcome may be very different with a different design speed or different design con-
straints. Moreover, if the AUV was to sail at or close to the free surface then the additional wave-
making resistance of the prediction method would be included. 
 
The coupling principles between CAESES and NavCad have been proven with this representative 
example optimizing AUV design study. The rapid design space evaluation is due to both the use of 
NavCad Premium as a very efficient “coupled solver” and the linked modeling and optimization ca-
pabilities of CAESES. The very broad and comprehensive prediction models in NavCad with the 
adaptive geometric modeling and optimizing capabilities of CAESES make this a valuable pairing for 
hull form design of any marine vehicle. 
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Appendix A – Special instruction notes for linking CAESES to NavCad 
 
The following are special notes and guides for using NavCad Premium as a calculation server with 
CAESES. Refer to the NavCad Premium “Scripting Solver” documentation for complete instructions. 
 
A.1 Starting NavCad as a server 
 
Start the NavCad server process as described in NavCad’s program documentation. However, it is 
necessary to indicate the proper end-of-line character for CAESES. (This is used for both the script 
command file and the returned NavCad output). CAESES uses the Unix-standard “line feed” charac-
ter for this purpose, so use the “/dLF” argument. 
 
A.2 Configuring CAESES 
 
Special instructions pertaining to the initial configuration of CAESES (version 3.1.4) for use with 
NavCad are shown below. 
 

1. Open the CAESES “software connector” (Connections | Software Connector) to establish the 
setting for the link between CAESES and NavCad. The example name is “NavCadConnector”. 
 

 
Fig. A.1: CAESES software connector 
 

2. In the Software Connector, create a LocalApplication and enter the path for the NavCad 
“...RunScript” data transfer utility executable. Limit the maximum number of instances to one. 
 

 
Fig. A.2: CAESES software connector LocalApplication settings 

 
3. Create a string parameter (using menu CAD | Parameters | String Parameter) to hold the 

NavCad process handle ID that is returned from the initial launch of the NavCad. (For this ex-
ample we are calling the parameter “HandleID” and the example handle number is “8094091”.) 

 
Fig. A.3: NavCad process handle ID parameter 
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4. Also create a string parameter (called “Script” here) for the script file name that will hold the 
script text passed from CAESES to NavCad. 

 

 
Fig. A.4: Script file name parameter 
 

5. Create a string parameter (named here as “CurDir”) to store the current directory and set its 
value to getDesignDir() . One additional step is required for proper path delimiter format-
ting. To push file paths to Windows applications (as is the case with NavCad), the path delimit-
ers in CAESES must be altered as in the screenshot below (and called “CurDirWin”).  

Fig. A.5: Current directory parameter (including additional formatting for Windows) 
 

6. Now store the script path in a string parameter (named “Path”) by appending: a) the current di-
rectory parameter (“CurDir”), b) the name of the software connector (“NavCadConnector”), 
and c) the the script parameter (Script), all separated by forward slash folder delimiters. Create 
the Windows version as above (using “PathWin”). 

 

 

Fig. A.6: Complete script file path parameter 
 

7. Create another string parameter to hold the definition of the command-line arguments (named 
“ARG”) to pass to NavCad. (Complete specifications are described in the NavCad Premium 
“Scripting Solver” documentation.) 
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Fig. A.7: NavCad argument parameter 
 

8. Finally, finish the Software Connector by selecting the argument string parameter (“ARG” 
here) for the Arguments parameter. 

 Fig. A.8: Completed CAESES Software Connector for NavCad Premium 


